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Featured image: Artist’s impression of type 055 destroyer. (Source: Wikimedia Commons)

The  Peoples’  Liberation  Army  Navy  (PLAN)  launched  the  first  Type  055  Guided  Missile
Destroyer (DDG) on June 28th, 2017. The vessel represents a major technological step
forward for China’s navy. The Type 055 meets and likely exceeds the capabilities of the U.S.
Arleigh Burke Class DDG, the Japanese Atago Class DDG, and just about any other DDG in
service in the world today.

Word first surfaced of China’s intention to field a large surface warfare ship in late 2013, and
photos  of  a  full  size  test  mock-up  of  the  vessel  first  appeared  in  March  of  2014.  The  test
mock-up located at the Wuhan University of Science and Technology gave hints to the
general  size  and  displacement  of  the  new vessel,  and  possible  general  arrangement.
Additional satellite imagery appeared online in late November of last year that seemed to
show one vessel in advanced stages of hull construction, as well as the early stages of
construction of a second vessel, at the Jiangnan Shipyard in Shanghai.

The Type 055 DDG was designed and constructed in roughly a three and a half year period,
quite an accomplishment in many respects. The Type 055 DDG program highlights the rapid
pace at which China has been able to envision, design and construct complex warships.

Built to supplement the smaller, yet very formidable Type 052 Class DDG, which is already
fielded  in  significant  numbers  in  both  the  South  and  East  Sea  Fleets,  the  new  vessel  will
provide the PLAN with a larger, more capable surface combatant than ever before seen in
the  ranks  of  the  PLAN.  Envisioned  as  a  fleet  or  task  force  command  ship,  a  powerful
ASW/AAW platform for aircraft carrier strike group escort duty, or as a powerful stand-alone
naval power presence asset, the Type 055 will add one more powerful tool to the PLAN’s
toolkit.

Although the PLAN has publicly disclosed that the vessel has a loaded displacement of
10,000 tons, she is probably closer to 12,000 tons fully loaded. Weapons systems include
two 64 cell VLS quad-packed with a mixture of anti-ship cruise missiles (ASCM), land attack
cruise missiles (LACM), anti-aircraft missiles (SAM), and anti-ship missiles (ASM). A dual-
purpose  130mm deck  gun is  also  fitted,  as  well  as  anti-submarine  rockets  and torpedoes,
and close-in defense weapons comprising of FL3000N and 30mm CWIS. Most analysts agree
that the Type 055 is most likely fitted with an updated Type 346A active phased array radar
(APAR) as well an X-band radar. The integrated mast atop the forward superstructure most
likely carries radar panels used in friend-or-foe identification (FFI), fire control and electronic
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countermeasures. While the Wuhan test bed mock-up had an exposed electronic support
measures (ESM) mast, the finished vessel has a much more low-profile, radar masked mast.

This Type 055 DDG will most likely be the first of at least six vessels in class. Although there
is a second vessel currently under construction at the Jiangnan Shipyard, the vessel now
launched must undergo lengthy sea trials and will not be commissioned until early 2018.

These sea trials should reveal any design flaws or shortcomings that need to be rectified in
follow-on vessels. If the PLAN intends to equip future aircraft carrier strike groups (CSG) with
one Type 055 each, six vessels will be required at a minimum, with one vessel active while
another is ashore for repairs/refit or training. The second PLAN aircraft carrier, and the first
100% indigenously built, the CV-17 Shandong, should be commissioned at the beginning of
2018, with a third and totally new design to follow. The third aircraft carrier will most likely
be of an entirely new design, of larger dimensions and displacement, and will be a catapult
assisted  take  off  but  arrested  recovery  (CATOBAR)  design.  If  the  Type  055  DDGs  serve  a
similar function in the CSG as the U.S. Ticonderoga Class CGs, six vessels will be required to
support three PLAN CSGs (1 active, 1 ashore). With the first PLAN aircraft carrier, the CV-16
Liaoning, serving as a training platform for the foreseeable future, the most likely date of
the PLAN fielding three combat capable CSGs is 2025 at the earliest, unless a major global
conflict  occurring  before  that  time  necessitates  an  expedited  aircraft  carrier  construction
program.

SouthFront has been closely monitoring the development of the Type 055 DDG for at least
the past year and a half. An early review of the vessel appeared in a detailed analysis of the
Type 052D destroyer, followed by an analysis of next-generation destroyers being designed
by both China and Russia, as well as an in depth update on the progress of the vessel’s
construction at the beginning of this year. It is significant to note that although Russia is a
few years  away from building  the  Lider  (Leader)  Class  destroyer  (Project  23560),  the
Russian Defense Ministry has purportedly adopted the draft design of the vessel proposed
by the United Shipbuilding Corporation (USC). This announcement was made on the very
same day that the first Type 055 was launched in Shanghai.
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